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OVERVIEW
e2e-assure provides a complete cloud-based cyber defence Protective Monitoring service
which is delivered remotely from our secure cloud Security Operations Centre (SOC). The
service has been designed to address two principal scenarios:
•

Cloud users wishing to secure their cloud deployments and services

•

Organisations wishing to procure security as a service to provide subscription based
protective monitoring service delivered from the cloud

The service uses a unique suite of in-house, commercial and open source security monitoring
applications and processes. We have a proven track record of delivering this service to a
variety of customers running a mixture of private, multi-tenant, public and private cloud
environments. The service comes in three service operational variations that align with your
organisation’s threat posture.
The services are highly flexible and agile and can be scaled up or down as the threat landscape
changes. This flexible service model provides outstanding value for money. Our service
includes device log monitoring, intrusion detection, risk analysis and threat monitoring, threat
intelligence, traffic analysis, and packet capture using a combination of commercial and open
source tools up to OFFICIAL SENSITIVE. The service combines and integrates multiple toolsets
to gain high levels of situational awareness enabling advanced analysis and efficient incident
response and management. We provide a holistic, business service driven, SOC operations
model and we focus upon your business priorities and business risks.
Our service supports secure collaboration between customer, supplier, service providers and
third parties. The service can be provided in private clouds, in public clouds, and in any
combination. We also provide protective monitoring of our other secure services such as
Cloud Connect. The service can be provided fully managed, as a joint service, or we can
provide a fully managed SOC platform and let you perform the security operations as a PaaS
offering described elsewhere.

TOP LEVEL FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous Cyber Defence Protective Monitoring with alerts and incident response
Triage, analysis and response integrated into a comprehensive SOC operating model
reducing time and improving effectiveness
Multiple delivery models including Private Cloud, Public Cloud, and Hybrid configurations
Protective monitoring can be provided for public cloud including Azure, Office365, AWS,
UKCloud, Google, etc.
SOC/virtual SOC/CERT functions 24/7 using SC Cleared UK staff working with data in UK
Datacentres
Integrated Threat and Risk modelling with security Analysis and Reporting
Provides context and situational awareness to allow confident response decisions
Integrated dynamic asset management and network discovery
Log and event correlation and analysis, monitors mobile users and devices
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can operate in zero trust and perimeter security architectures
Traffic Analysis, Deep Packet Inspections, IDS, Vulnerability Scanning, Blacklist monitoring
Privileged User monitoring, Collaboration and continuous service improvement
Consumes Threat Intelligence from open and commercial sources
Designed to provide user and customer level customisation
Services accommodate any OFFICIAL or OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE requirement
Distributed and Federated architecture, multi domain and multi classification
Incident Response, dedicated Cyber Case Management and generated Playbooks
For those familiar with them, the service supports the old GPG-13 profiles, B (DETER), C
(DETECT/RESIST), D (DEFEND)
Mobile and Remote workforce monitoring - Geo alerting, Location reputation checking,
Identification of compromised home networks
Cyber Investigation and Analysis service
Integration with Service management tools such as ServiceNow/SecOps
Integration with Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)

BENEFITS
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Reduced cost of security monitoring, increased security coverage
End-to-end business security confidence and essential security audit assurance
Single holistic view of risk and threat across the enterprise including private and public
clouds Centralised integrated security knowledge repository with enhanced anomaly
detection
Speed of delivery
Maximise extant IT and investment in security
Can be developed ‘onto, into and out of’ quickly and efficiently supporting the
Government Digital Agenda
Triage and analysis services identify threats before they become incidents
Alerting, expert advice and evidence of potential and verified threats
Agile, adaptive cloud-aware service secures your journey to the cloud
Creates a common platform hiding the complexity of the underlying tools
Dynamically discover assets, learn what is connected to every system
Enhanced Mobile and BYOD user risk monitoring
Standards compliance for ISO27001:2013, Cyber Essentials Plus, PCI
Breaking security technology stove pipes to identify anomalies quicker
Flexibility and scalability up and down, short term options for busy periods or heightened
threats
Scales on protected devices/asset/user and aligns closer to the business need rather than
a technical straight-jacket (log sources or eps)
Allows you to create an agile ecosystem of technology, services and suppliers

WHY IS IT NEEDED?
Organisations using the service benefit immediately by being able to detect potential high
impact attacks and they can rest easy when potential customers or other parties perform
© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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audits or other assessments. Our service is suitable to address any of the following business
requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliance and Audit
Maximising the benefit of security investment
Managing enterprise risk and threat
Establishing an end to end security view of corporate and cloud services
Being able to identify and manage security incidents effectively
Provide security monitoring on specific parts of the corporate network - e.g. gateways
Provide flexible and scalable security services, up and down, as needs change
Support real time asset management especially in the use of mobile and BYOD
Integrate and reuse of existing tools to improve situational awareness
Establish an open secure platform that supports collaboration between corporate,
supplier and third parties
Provide security capabilities that facilitates business change, rather than get in the way or
delay business change
Reduce implementation and delivery risks through the use of proven, assured services

THE PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICE INTRODUCTION
The service provides a complete security monitoring system, designed and developed by e2e
experts who have spent over 15 years designing and building security systems for
Government, Agencies, Military, major banks, telco’s, and payment providers.
e2e have taken the best of open source and commercial systems and blended them together
to provide a formidable arsenal of security services. Every e2e-assure solution is designed by
a senior architect and assured by IA Auditors and other similarly skilled persons to ensure our
service to you is of the highest quality and aligned to the latest government security objectives
and industry best practice.
Some of the components of this system have been provided below:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Log collection, storage and monitoring (any type of IP device that can send logs)
‘Google-fast’ searching, querying and indexing with typical VM systems capable of
processing 10s of thousands of logs per second per device
Network and Host based IDS (we provide as part of the service and we can integrate with
extant customer security tools)
Traffic monitoring and intelligent traffic analysis (i.e. detects and classifies traffic based
on its type not it’s port number – e.g. detects data tunnelling and applications using
nonstandard ports, exfiltration and other data leakages)
Packet capture and analysis to enable investigations into alerts and to support incident
response
DNS monitoring to detect DNS lookups to known or suspected malware or other
suspicious domain names
Botnet monitoring – hunts for and alerts on any type of connection known to be used by
botnets
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Web and email threat monitoring – monitors access to the Internet and emails and hunts
for known threats and signs of potential threats in web site browsing, URLs and emails
Threat indicator monitoring and latest threat intelligence monitoring
Geographic analysis of all attacks and traffic
Cloud-focused service design that provides monitoring of the latest cloud-based threats
and intelligence
Fully managed cloud service that can be provided with varying levels of customer
involvement as appropriate
In depth reporting on all aspects of the service
Service can be delivered from e2e’s virtual Security Operations Centre (vSOC), a highly
resilient cloud-based system that provides secure connectivity, collaboration, threat
sharing and secure operations
Service can be delivered to any type of cloud, or combinations of clouds (private, public,
community, hybrid, etc.)
Monitoring data and security events can stay complete within the customer cloud or on
premise or reside in the e2e vSOC depending on customer requirements
Options for Managed Detection and Response (MDR) and the whole security monitoring
and incident response to be provided by the service (for customers who have no security
teams or in-house expertise)
All e2e staff have SC level clearance or above

SOC VS MDR
There is a fair degree of cross-over between the two terms yet they both sit within our single
service. There are some technical features we need to achieve the ‘R’ (Response) in MDR –
namely a means of quickly and remotely instigating a technical response, remediation or
preventative action on behalf of our customer. We typically need one of the above EDR tools
in place, with read and write access to the API/management interface of that tool as well as a
pre-agreed set of processes we can implement on the detection of high risk activity, active
threat, data loss or compromise in progress.
Operating Models
Where customers do not require per customer, dedicated ‘virtual SOC services’ and instead
are content to be part of a ‘community SOC/service’ whereby they may share some
components of our service with other similar customers – i.e. those on G-Cloud. Customers
can also choose to pool together to use a shared service, but one that is dedicated to the
organisations they specify and team up with – i.e. they all contribute to one service and get
the benefits of scale as opposed to each having their own.
Pricing Models for Comparative Purposes
Where customers need to compare the price of our service with other similar looking
services that price differently (e.g. on event per second /EPS or on gigabytes of data
processed/stored) we can provide comparative pricing (note we always aim to provide a
more cost effective like for like service).
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E2E PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICES INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Our service management processes are ITIL V3 aligned and have particular focus upon Security
Incident Management and Continuous Service Improvement. The following is our approach
to the Incident Management lifecycle:
Prior to a security incident our SOC analysts focus upon:
Prediction: The gaining and application of threat intelligence to attempt to anticipate future
attempts at compromise
Prevention: The understanding of and application of insight gained from the intelligence,
operational performance, previous incident responses etc. to counter future known or
suspected threats
Our analysts focus upon:
Detection: The interpretation of any events of interest occurring to discriminate between
legitimate and abnormal events to identify anomalous activity
Investigation: The analysis of anomalies to determine whether they are emerging threats that
may lead to a security incident. Our analysts use the combined data from the deployed
toolsets to create high levels of situational awareness. The gaining of situational awareness
through bringing business, intelligence, infrastructure, and trend information together is key
at this phase so that correct analysis can take place
Following the discovery of an incident the focus will be on:
Reaction: The activities needed to record and triage a security incident. Our analysts use
tailored, predefined and configured Playbooks to efficiently inform their reaction to an
identified threat
Response: The planning of effective mitigations in response to the cyber-attack, the
communication of these plans to all relevant stakeholders, and the collaboration with all
relevant third parties to carry out mitigations. Analysis and investigation are carried out in
collaboration with relevant agencies.
Defence: The execution and monitoring of the response or remediation to contain and defend
against the attack and neutralising the threat, and recovering affected business systems
Service Improvement: The review of mitigation plans, the development of longer security
improvement plans, review of incident management performance, analysis of indicators to
create insight and intelligence to help pre-empt future attacks, and the creation of technical
measures to assist in improving efficiency of detection and response. Day to day activities
include tuning, practicing and improving incident response plans and playbooks.
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THE INTEGRATION OF TOOLSETS WITHIN THE SERVICE
Based upon the benefits the modular open source architecture within our protective
monitoring service, we have integrated a number of different class-leading toolsets into our
SOC service and our in-house developed system is based on standard APIs which also
integrates with the majority of security tools in the market-place. This approach de-risks and
speeds the delivery of our service to you and shortens the time it takes us to add new
capabilities to the service in response to a changing threat landscape.
Our SOC analysts perform anomaly detection across all the toolsets, breaking the stove pipe
approach of traditional security technologies. This allows situational awareness to be gained
more quickly and better informs incident prioritisation and response planning. Our service
further supports advanced anomaly detection by enabling longer term cross trending of all
information held within our centralised data store and repository regardless of data source.

BRING YOUR OWN LICENSE (BYOL) OPTIONS
The service integrates with key cloud provider services from Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure,
Microsoft M365/O365, Oracle Cloud and Google Cloud Platform. This means we can re-use
existing investments in underlying logging services provided (e.g. S3, Log analytics) and also
re use existing customer licenses for security features such as Azure Security Centre, Microsoft
365 Security Centre, Defender for Endpoints, Security Centre, Microsoft Sentinel, AWS Security
Hub, GuardDurty, etc. Where customers use these services we can avoid duplicating cost; i.e.
utilize Microsoft Log Analytics and Microsoft Sentinel as opposed to us providing our own log
collection and SIEM solution.
This BYOL approach allows the customer to retain ownership of the logging and security
components and ‘attach’’ our service to it via cloud API’s. We can then provide our expert
team, working as a full outsource or as part of your wider security team to ensure you have
the 24/7 detect and respond SOC team protecting your assets.
Our value proposition is in providing the best service, not on feeding an underlying software
license or data storage model. Where customers are utilising BYOL licenses we provide
substantial discounts to our standard pricing.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE IN THE SERVICE
Threat Intelligence is used at various points within our service to identify anomalous behaviour
and to correctly categorise the identified threats. For-example, anomalous patterns of internet
traffic will be picked up, unusual activity behaviours will be identified and appropriate alerts
will be raised. Our service also uses a wide range of Intelligence sources to enhance anomaly
detection during the Triage process. Our analysts use reputational database checks for IP,
© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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Domain, URL, and mail addresses etc. to assist the initial triage process; identifying emerging
threats and placing them in your organisation’s business context.

PLACING THREATS WITHIN THE BUSINESS CONTEXT
Key to the successful management of incidents is an understanding of what the actual threat
may be; who could it be, what could be their motivation, what business systems may be
impacted, and what impact would it have on the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of
business services. Our Protective Monitoring Service supports the creation of business models
that incorporate threat and risk information. Our service supports the definition of threat
actors, threat types, severity levels, and associated risk types and risk impact levels.
Customer business systems are defined within the Protective Monitoring Service and are
logical groups of assets that perform a key function. Systems may have child and parent
systems. Systems are typically defined in our service as IP address ranges with associated
additional attributes. This design makes it possible to design and deliver large scale,
distributed Protective Monitoring Service systems where there are clear boundaries between
tenants (Customers or Key Systems or Service Providers). It helps us place anomalies in your
business context and allows better prioritisation of responses.

TOOLSETS THAT MAY BE DEPLOYED
To facilitate the protective monitoring service we may require the installation of software
agents or a deployment of our multi-function sensors within your environment.

SOFTWARE AGENTS FOR LOG COLLECTION
Where necessary we provide software agents for Log Collection to you or your nominated
service provider. Agents can generate and send log files from servers. By default, these are
sent via TCP syslog but it is possible to use TLS encryption to encrypt the syslog data or send
data via a variety of formats. Dual sending is also possible, where one agent can send logs to
two destinations. It is possible to read, parse and send most types of event log and the
contents of files and it the architecture supports creating custom parsers and collectors to
collect from non-standard sources of data. Our service has agents available for both *NIX and
Windows. These agents are designed to be as lightweight as possible and can be deployed in
a variety of ways (flexibility is key when installing agents on servers).
The provision of server agent software is included within the Baseline Protective Monitoring
service, but it is assumed that the agents will be installed by third parties. If there is a
significant number of agents to be configured, this planned activity should be treated as a
project under change control.
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NETWORK DISCOVERY
e2e will provide a Network Discovery capability as a part of the Baseline service. Additional
appliances can be provided centrally or distributed (i.e. with many local network discovery
devices). All appliances come with a variety of open source tools and e2e developed scripts
which are used to run automated collections from network equipment via SSH or Telnet. They
support usernames and passwords as well as keys for authenticating to network component.
These can be used to gather an understanding of the assets and networks which allows our
Protective Monitoring Service to create a dynamically generated network and asset map. This
helps organisations understand their assets and helps the analysts carry out analysis and
Triage more effectively.

PASSIVE DISCOVERY, NETWORK AND TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Passive discovery is delivered through the use of other open source tools and through the
Cumulo NDR multi-function probe appliances. Passive discovery relies on packet data being
received by capture interfaces on the Protective Monitoring Service Multi-Function Probe
appliances. Network taps or SPAN/mirror sessions (provided by the customer) are used to
present traffic to these devices. In data centre environments we provide appliances with many
network interfaces which are bonded together on the hardware chassis. On high traffic
environments there may be one device per interface, but Protective Monitoring Service can
utilise as many as are available. The Protective Monitoring Service also makes extensive use
of open source tools which provides extremely powerful network traffic inspection as well as
supporting scripting which can be used to write custom detections for all types of network
traffic.
The tools are very effective at passively detecting and analysing network traffic to identify
aspect useful to the security analyst such as DNS, HTTP, HTTPS and FILES. They allow extraction
of key information such as domain name queries, http URI’s, user agents, browser versions,
SSL versions, IPSec Ciphers/encryption methods and produces MD5 and SHA1 checksums of
all files transferred - vital for identifying data loss and malware files.

CUMULO NDR
In capture environments it will be appropriate to use our Cumulo Network Detection and
Response (NDR) multi-function appliance to provide a dedicated traffic capture appliance.
Provision of a single appliance may be used to monitor a key network ingress/egress point in
your infrastructure. Detailed design activity will determine the most effective initial
implementation. Additional appliances can be provided as an option as required and to
provide additional resilience to remove single points of failure with a single appliance.
The appliance is provided with eight 1Gigabit interfaces. Multiple NICs can be used for packet
capture; either individually or cumulatively in bonded groups. Using VMWare to provide the
virtual switching fabric allows these devices to run all the Protective Monitoring Service tools
© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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as virtual machines, each receiving the same copy of the traffic. These appliances will run all
the packet capture related tools; packet capture, traffic analysis and inspection, IDS/IPS as
dedicated Virtual Machines. Appliances are also available with four 10Gbps interfaces and
high-speed disk storage.
These appliances scale predictably based on overall traffic load. This allows one appliance with
lots of interfaces to cover many networks at once or allows us to monitor just one large
network.
Cumulo NDR appliances are also available as a standalone service for use with Microsoft
Sentinel

DEEP PACKET CAPTURE
The full packet capture solution will store as much as the underlying storage will allow and
continue to use the full amount of storage overwriting the oldest data so that packet capture
is continuous. If required, additional storage would be provided as an option.

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM (IDS)
Network IDS is based on Snort. Snort is open source and supports a variety of signature
sources from open and commercial sources as well as custom signatures unique to
Government and industry. The service uses standard snort engines and because of this can
use all or few of Snort’s features and can run many snort processes per appliance if required.
Snort runs on the same devices as packet capture. Snort sends alerts through to Protective
Monitoring Service via an API. Commercial Network IPS/IDS solutions can also be integrated
into the service.
Our Protective Monitoring Service can also integrate with commercial tools such as Niksun
and Endace for packet capture, Arbor for flow monitoring and many other best of breed
solutions in order to leverage existing customer investments.
Our service also includes an option of a software agent for Host based IDS which will be made
available to you, or your nominated service provider, for installation within your ICT estate.

INTERNAL VULNERABILITY SCANNING
Internal vulnerability assessment is offered as an option within the Protective Monitoring
Service solution. It is also offered as a separate service through G-Cloud Options are provided
for the provision of additional Vulnerability Scanners. The dedicated scanning appliance
includes leading commercial vulnerability scanning tool (Nessus) and a number of other open
source tools for this purpose. Nessus is a leading full featured vulnerability scanner. Using
Nessus on scan devices allows for full Nessus scan reports to be generated and sent to owners
of scanned systems, etc. In addition to Nessus, e2e have integrated other vulnerability
scanners such as Tripwire IP360 and McAfee. If there any other proprietary vulnerability
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scanners within the Customer estate, e2e can implement a simple integration under change
control.

E2E EXTERNAL VULNERABILITY SCANNING SERVICE
The e2e Vulnerability Scanning, Assessment, Alerting and Monitoring Service is designed to
scan an organisation’s public IP addresses over the Internet. It provides the same capability as
the internal scanning system but runs out of e2e’s datacentres (both in the UK). It is aimed at
profiling and monitoring the external exposure of organisations – there is a lot to be gained
by simple scanning of external IP ranges, checking for obvious flaws, misconfigurations and
vulnerabilities. Over the last year we have successfully identified, notified and helped mitigate
some major vulnerabilities for our clients which would otherwise have gone unnoticed, and
could have resulted in considerable reputational impact or potential data breach.

WHY IS PROTECTIVE MONITORING IN THE CLOUD DIFFERENT?
Traditional protective monitoring relies on capturing the logs and events from all devices in
the network/system (or at least the key devices). These are typically servers, workstations,
network devices, etc. Often these devices are on the internal network and it is relatively
straightforward to map internal users to these devices through correlating audit logs, etc.
Users typically connect via local networks or corporate mobile VPNs. In the cloud model users
may be connecting from anywhere, using a variety of devices and a variety of authentication
services that are outside of the corporate network. This creates a situation whereby a lot of
the protective monitoring data is external to the corporate network. A modern organisation
that is benefiting from cloud service will have users accessing a variety of cloud services and
the internal corporate network itself will also be consuming cloud services, such as Backup as
a Service, Cloud Disaster Recovery, Email and Web filtering services and so on. The picture
below shows just some examples of how this looks and how monitoring the corporate network
is only part of the story…..e2e’s cloud protective monitoring combines these two elements the internal corporate logs and the external cloud system logs to ensure effective Protective
Monitoring of cloud model computing.
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WHY YOU SHOULDN’T RELY ON YOUR CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS
Each cloud service will have a different amount of extant security monitoring, but it is all based
on monitoring the cloud service itself – not at performing any monitoring for you, your users
or user data

The Cloud Model widens the Threat Surface
Users and indeed computers connect to cloud services in a variety of ways and this presents
would be attackers with a much wider attack surface to use against you and many different
communications paths where data in transit could be captured. A breach in any one of your
cloud services could lead to a breach of many of them – if your user’s device is compromised
it could be used to compromise all its connected cloud services.

PUBLIC CLOUD PROTECTIVE MONITORING
Public clouds offer convenient and cost-effective cloud IaaS, PaaS and SaaS services. One of
the least understood aspects is how to use these services securely, and how key security and
© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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standards compliance requirements can be met when using public clouds. e2e has developed
a range of solutions to address these problems:
•
•
•

Cloud connect provides a secure way to use public cloud services.
e2e protective monitoring services are designed to provide the monitoring, compliance
assurance and incident response services to public clouds.
e2e Vulnerability Scanning, Assessment Monitoring and alerting service

The challenge is how to deliver these services to public clouds. From a technical perspective
there are a few key differentiators; the starting point is that the service provider is responsible
for the IaaS and because of this there is very little more to do. Customers must review the
security assertions and certifications, the cloud location and providers jurisdiction to ensure
they all align and meet their requirements. With an IaaS service, the customer will typically be
responsible for the virtual machines. This makes it possible to install security monitoring
agents and collect logs although here are still some key gaps as log collection is only a small
part of what is required. In order to fill in some of the gaps, e2e have developed software
agents, virtual machine appliances and integrations with Cloud API’s to specifically address
the lack of visibility and monitoring in public clouds. The software agents use standard
operating system features and supported tools to ensure they are compatible with the target
machine and low overhead and highly reliable. They gather snippets of information
continuously that are fed to a central repository using a secure API. This API can work in either
direction to meet customer requirements. These agents can also perform discovery and asset
management functions.
Virtual appliances perform asset management, rogue VM detection and also internal
vulnerability and compliance by scanning and providing crucial visibility into the accessible
VMs. We have developed API integrations with most public clouds, at all levels of the cloud
service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS services). These integrations provide access to cloud provisioning,
diagnostic, security, usage and reporting data that when combined with the software agents
and appliances provide cloud visibility.
We support the provision, support and maintenance of Cloud-based virtual firewalls (those
included with the cloud service and cloud independent suppliers such as Cisco and Juniper.
Using these devices provides us with an advanced level of infrastructure visibility. We have
also developed a transparent cloud bridge device to provide a drop-in monitoring solution
and it can also function as a firewall but its main function is to duplicate and replicate all
ingress and egress traffic to and from the cloud. The traffic is then picked up by our multifunction appliance enabling us to perform packet capture and related functions such as traffic
analysis, DNS analysis, Intrusion Detection (IDS) etc.

OFFICE365 MONITORING AND CLOUD SAAS
Office365 and Cloud SaaS Protective Monitoring is included with the Premium service level
and available as a standalone or optional service for Baseline and Enhanced Protective
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Monitoring Services. The service includes a full integration with Defender for Endpoint and
the ability to perform direct remediation and response. The key features include:

Usage Analytics

Identifies all users and groups accessing Office 365 and
reveals which users are accessing sensitive data.

Cloud Activity Monitoring

Provides a comprehensive audit trail of all user and admin
activities to support post-incident investigations and
forensics.

Portal and Incident Response

Provides Cloud based Portal access and delivers a threat
protection dashboard with incident-response work flow for
potential insider/privileged user threats, compromised
accounts

Untrusted and Geo-Location
Analysis and Alerting

Visualizes global access patterns and analyses activity to
identify impossible cross-region access attempts indicative
of compromised accounts.

User Behaviour Analytics

Identifies anomalies indicative of insider threat data
exfiltration.

Privileged User Analytics

Identifies excessive user permissions, dead administrator
accounts, inappropriate access to data, escalation of
privileges and user provisioning.

The service provides the collection, monitoring and alerting of Office365 Protective
monitoring information including Audit, Signin, AzureAD, Sharepoint, Exchange and Risk
Events. Protective Monitoring of other Cloud SaaS service will be dependent upon the data
and information available from the cloud service provider. Included with the service is monthly
service reports of all services, alerts and incidents, PCI compliance reports and resilient off-site
backup of all audit data. The service pricing is based upon number of Office365 subscriptions
the selected Service Level and volume discounts are available.
We also have a standalone Microsoft focused Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
solution that fully integrates with the Microsoft suite of Defender and Endpoint Detection and
Response (EDR) services – please see the separately provided “e2e cloud Microsoft Defender
Service”.

SAAS APPLICATIONS
We provide direct integrations with many leading internet-based SaaS applications such as
Salesforce, Cisco Umbrella, Workday, Zscaler, Cloudflare, Sophos, Oracle, Apigee, Okta and
many other SAS applications are available on request
© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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AZURE PROTECTIVE MONITORING
In addition to our standard approach for 0365 and Defender ATP, we have a comprehensive
monitoring capability for Microsoft Azure services including integration with OMS,
LogAnalytics, SecurityCenter, Sentinel etc. These services are continually being updated and
please contact us for more details.

AWS PROTECTIVE MONITORING
AWS Service Monitoring:
•

AWS Resource and EC2 Asset Collection (including VPCs and subnets)*

•

CloudTrail*

•

CloudWatch inc flowlogs*

•

GuardDuty*

•

Security Hub

•

AWS Config

•

IAM Access Analyser

•

AWS Lambda

•

Inspector

•

Trusted Advisor

•

Macie

•

AWS Systems Manager

•

AWS Load Balancer

•

AWS WAF

•

AWS CloudFront

•

AWS RDS

Note * - minimum services for monitoring purposes
Additional services can be provided if required
Virtual MFA in AWS (traffic analysis appliance)
We provide an EC2 virtual machine that is the same as the ones we provide with our physical
appliances such as IDS, threat detection, deep packet inspections, PCAP, traffic monitoring, etc. This
understands VXLAN (i.e. works with AWS traffic mirrors) and so can be used at scale to monitor VPC
traffic.

© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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GOOGLE PROTECTIVE MONITORING
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and Google Cloud Workspace (GCW) Service Monitoring:
•

GCP and GCW Asset Collection (including VPCs and subnets)*

•

GCW Alert Monitoring and response

•

GCP Alert Monitoring and response

•

Log collection threat intel and SOC analysis for all GCP and GCW audit events, network
event and Compute Host operating system events

•

Google Security Command Centre (SCC) Monitoring and response

Google Security Optimisation
See service description below.

MICROSOFT SENTINEL PROTECTIVE MONITORING
The e2e Sentinel SOC service is the key constituent in our range of services available for organisations
either using Sentinel today or looking to utilise Sentinel going forward. The scope of the service
includes Plan and Implement, Sentinel SOC Service and Manage and Optimise, as outlined in the
diagram below. Cumulo NDR appliances are also available as fully integrated data connector into
Sentinel.
Further details are provided in the e2e Sentinel SOC Service – Service Definition.

Sentinel Services Portfolio

© 2022 e2e-assure Ltd. Contains confidential and proprietary information of e2e-assure Ltd
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MOBILE WORKFORCE MONITORING
With the expansion of mobile and remote working, and the consequent fluidity of working
environments, our service offers some unique monitoring and alerting features:

GEO ALERTING
It is possible to define acceptable location policies that control which countries your personnel
can connect from when travelling. Once defined, we monitor your mobile devices and alert
should a breach occur.

LOCATION REPUTATION CHECKING
It is possible to define in our system which types of environment are acceptable for use by
your mobile work force. Our service monitors the environments your mobile devices are in
(such as a coffee shop, hotel Wi-Fi, airport Wi-Fi, or other known compromised networks) and
alerts if a potential policy breach has occurred. Our service determines and alerts on how
private a mobile users internet link is. Many environments pose serious threats to privacy
either by enabling an attacker to sweep up all communications on a compromised network,
providing compromised network elements (such as DNS services) from which to attack, or by
spying on a mobile device with cameras or close proximity individuals.

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPROMISED HOME NETWORKS
Home working is becoming a norm and although it offers great flexibility, organisations
cannot rely on the security of the home environments. Although it is possible to encrypt
mobile devices and communications, corporate assets are still vulnerable to attacks from a
compromised home network. Many home routers are insecure and traffic and user behaviour
will often reveal much insight to an attacker. This could lead to data loss, reputational damage,
or corporate compromise. Our service can identify and alert when a home network is
compromised.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
EXTERNAL SYSTEM THREAT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
Provides customer-specific and actionable threat intelligence.
Overview
Provide us your assets, such as brands and domains, and we will continuously monitor a
wide range of threats as an ongoing service. The service will start using these assets to
identify any potential threats, based on a wide range of open sources across the
web. Receive clear and detailed alerts on suspected threats. Every alert is provided with
recommendations on how to remediate the threat. If an alert is a false positive, we give
you the tools to optimize the results going forward.
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We help to spot gaps in your understanding of the network and what may be going on
without the IT staff’s knowledge. The service notifications help you to catch incidents that
have passed through your current security measures. It also tracks more than 80
vulnerable services and enables you to find and patch commonly overlooked
cybersecurity issues. A system with a reported compromise warrants immediate action
from you. Combined with the vulnerable systems notifications, our service helps our
customers to systematically improve their security processes to fix weaknesses or gaps in
your operations that allow incidents to happen.
Features
The following provides a summary of the potential actionable threat intelligence that is
delivered by the service:
Brand Abuse
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similar Domain Registration
Rogue Apps
Trademark Application Filing
Domain Hijacking
Domain Expiration
E-mail Vulnerability
SSL Certificate Validity

Security
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaked Employee Credentials (including sources from the Dark
Web)
Leaked Documents
Exposed Subdomains
Employee Doxing Incidents
Leaked Employee E-mails
Pastebin Brand Mentions

Compromised Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infected hosts (e.g. bots communicating with sinkholes)
Botnet infrastructure (e.g. command and control)
Compromised systems that are serving malware
Attacking IPs (Systems in your network attacking others)
Sources of spam and phishing
Defacements

Vulnerable Systems
•
•
•
•

Services and systems with known vulnerabilities
Services that enable use of weak crypto algorithms
Services with expired x509 certificates
Services facilitating amplification (DDOS) attacks
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•

Misconfigured servers

Open Services
•
•
•

Open database servers
Open VPN and VNC servers
Services that should not be exposed to internet

Technology
•
•

Leaked Code Monitor
S3 Buckets Permissions

Benefits
Allows your organisation to truly visualise how your company appears to an external threat
actor allowing you to:
•
•

•

•
•

Fully understand any vulnerabilities in your externally facing systems allowing you
to reduce the risk of system compromise and potential loss of PII
Helps you understand whether your organisation has been exposed to actor
communities on the Internet, allowing you to address the leak or compromise
reducing your risk of repeat attack
Gives your organisation visibility of the risk areas within your attack surface to
give you a better feel for the security posture you should adopt allowing you to
be more cost effective in your approach whilst achieving the same security value.
Allows you to pivot your posture to address relevant changes in the threat
landscape, making you more effective and reducing risk.
Have visibility that your brand or domain is being used for malicious purposes

Service Details
Available on a standalone basis or as an add on to an existing e2e-assure provided SOC
service. Monthly Review of all threats and recommendations included. Threat alerts and
recommendations are provided via email or Microsoft Teams. The capability can also be
incorporated into a one-off cyber assessment
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CYBER ASSESSMENT
See standalone e2e Cloud Cyber Assessment Service

CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANNING
See standalone e2e Cloud Cyber Incident Response Planning Service

HONEYNET CANARY SERVICE
Summary
Honeynets are one or more honeypots. Honeypots are used to detect/find an attacker and
can be used internally or externally (i.e. internal networks or on the internet).
This service provides a honeynet deployment with several honeypots, deployed with a secure
wrapper and configured to send alerts whenever unusual traffic is detected. The monitoring
wrapper includes IDS, extensive logging, network packet capture, etc – often termed a
‘honeywall’.
As soon as any traffic arrives at the honeynet, the service raises an alert, the traffic is captured
and logged and made available for analysis via a web browser.
Alerts can be managed/processes by e2e, sent to the customer via email, via MS teams or via
integrations with the customers SIEM (syslog as well as more in-depth integrations where the
customer has MS Sentinel or e2e’s Cumulo platform).
The baseline service is designed to be ‘drop in’ – quick and easy to deploy and fully managed
with minimal hassle factor. It is also configured to not cause an impact on existing customer
networks. The service can be extended to include more complex and integrated honeypots as
well as canary tokens and cloud-based services.
Why is it needed?
•
•
•
•
•

Assume breach approach - i.e. this service aligns with assume breach mentality
Detect internal threats and attackers in the network
Assume they will get in or have already breeched your network
o Therefore catching them internally doing stuff is key
This honeynet service is designed to be used within the customers network (on
premise, data centre or cloud)
Augments customers SIEMs such as Sentinel and augments SOC operations
and fully integrates into SIEMS

e2e Managed Service
•
•

Provided as a managed honeynet for on prem/dc and/or cloud
Deployment is as an add-on service to existing Protective Monitoring SOC
service or:
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Standalone, with Cumulo provided on the Cumulo NDR appliance or in
cloud
The managed service is where e2e deliver, support, fix, maintain and update
the deception service and configure it to log and alert as to your requirements
so your team do not need to manage any part of the service. You can log in
and use the service fully.
Configure logging and NDR(where used) to monitor honeynet
The service can send alerts to any SIEM, including enriched integration with
MS Sentinel
Can be deployed to on prem/data centre or as a SaaS service
o

•

•
•
•

e2e Customer Customised Option
This builds on the standard managed service and allows the customer to work
with e2e to enrich, customise and enhance the deception service so that it
covers more of the enterprise, has custom detections, etc.
•
Can be used to host other honeynet or similar services as per customer
requirements
•
Pricing based upon scope and agreed professional services
Components Of Service
•

•
Monitoring and configuration portal
•
Delivered either on prem/dc as a physical appliance or over the cloud as SaaS
•
Either way the customer accesses it using a web browser
Monitoring services
Logging, network monitoring, network traffic analysis, intrusion detection all
bundled in to monitor and detect any traffic to the deception service
•
Deception services (honeynet, honeypot, honeytraps)
•
RDP, SQL and web services setup and ready as part of the service
•
Secure network connectivity
•
To connect the service to your internal network securely
•
To allow for out of band monitoring and alerting and connectivity to customers
SIEM or other alert mechanism
Service Options
•

•
•
•
•

Cloud based deception (deployed as VM)
Canary tokens / honeytokens deployment and consultation (on prem/dc,
cloud, web, email, db, device, user, etc.
More advanced honeypot configuration/deployment to make them more
authentic and detect wider range of attacks
High availability service options

CYBER SIMULATION & SOC TESTING
Summary
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A service whereby simulations are run to test cyber security defences.
Runs tests on devices to see if they are blocked by existing security controls (such as AV and
EDR), and to see if they are detected by any security technology including SIEMs and SOC
services.
Includes recommendations and confirmation and process advice to improve an organisations
security.
Tiered service, starting with basic simulations to cover Business Email Compromise (BEC),
Ransomware as well as external service compromise. Extends to more complex threat based
simulations.
Why is it needed?
Assume breach approach - i.e. this service aligns with assume breach mentality
Find out of your existing security controls and services are effective
Assume they will get in or already are
• Therefore testing how they will do this provides insight and high
value remediation actions – use your time wisely!
•
This service is designed to inform customers and then work with them to adjust
existing controls, improve configurations and apply recommendations so that key
cyber threats are simulated, their effectiveness measured and then
recommendations are agreed, implemented and simulations retested to measure
improvements
•
Augments customers with SIEM and SOC services by testing their current logging
and alerting setup/detection coverage assessments.
•
Typically run in cooperation with SIEMs and SOC operations as a joint testing and
learning exercise
e2e Managed Service
•
•
•

This service can be provided as a standalone or recurring activity that becomes
built into the customers cyber strategy – to drive continuous improvement
•
It can be bolted on to existing e2e SOC customers (ideal for those with e2e
SOC or MDR services
e2e Customer Customised Option
•

This builds on the standard managed service and allows the customer to work with
e2e to enrich, customise and enhance the simulation service
•
Brings in 3rd party specialist tools and resource
•
Pricing based upon scope and agreed professional services
Components Of Service
•
Customer workshops to agree scope and identify systems/networks/services to be
tested
•
Deployment of test scripts, software and in some cases virtual or physical test
machines
•
Design, configuration and execution of tests
•
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Reports, recommendations and optionally remediation assistance
Retesting post recommendations and reporting
Additional Options to integrate as monthly/quarterly process

•
•
•

Service Options
Cloud based simulations
Complex, customer specific threat-based scenarios and additional specialty
simulation software
Adding into wider security assessment service (add on)
Add on to e2e SOC/MDR services
Additional detailed workshops with a less technical focus on process/business

•
•
•
•
•

M365 SECURITY OPTIMISATION SERVICE
Summary
Secure Configuration is one of the most effective ways to reduce attack surface area and prevent
malicious code from running on victim networks.
Many organisations operate very capable security tools that either don’t work correctly as they are
misconfigured or are not optimally configured to minimise security risks. Microsoft continually
update the configuration of all their toolsets and any potential for changes may have been missed.
e2e-assure cyber consultants run workshops to assess general health and troubleshoot configuration
issues. This will continue to assess the inherent security risk of the current configuration and provide
recommended improvements based on this assessment.
There are two primary objectives to this service
1. simple review of best practice recommendations
2. broader threat assessment across M365 additional security configurations that may expose
customer.
Workshop Agenda
•
•

•
•

•

Threat Overview
Endpoint Onboarding
o Gaps in onboarding endpoints, mobile devices, servers
o Misconfiguration
o Onboarding Process
Capability and Tool review
Permissions & Roles
o Security/IT Team
o SOC
Response Actions
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•

Licencing

Microsoft tools in scope for this service may include:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defender for Cloud (f.k.a Azure Security Center and Azure Defender)
o Policies
o General configuration recommendations
o Conditional Access Configuration Recommendations
Azure Conditional Access
Defender for Endpoint (f.k.a Advanced Threat Protection)
o Endpoint Settings
▪ Advanced Features
▪ Rules
▪ Enforcement Scope
o Email & Collaboration
• Threat and Alert Policies
▪ Azure information protection
Defender for Cloud Apps (f.k.a Microsoft Cloud App Security)
InTune (MDM)
o Configuration and recommendations
Defender for Identity
Use and scope of Multi-Factor Authentication
Azure Information Protection
Insider Risk Management (IRM)
Data Loss Prevention
Defender for Office 365 Functionality, including Exchange Online Protection, Safe
Attachments and Safe Links
Microsoft Secure Score

Who Should Attend?
•
•
•
•

Security team
CSIRT
CISO
Operational/Admin IT staff responsible for configuration of all applicable Microsoft
components

What Are The Outcomes
Following the workshop e2e will send a draft set of observations and recommendations that will be
jointly reviewed in a workshop.
A final report will be created with an agreed set of final observations and recommendations

GOOGLE SECURITY OPTIMISATION SERVICE
Summary
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Secure Configuration is one of the most effective ways to reduce attack surface area and prevent
malicious code from running on victim networks.
Many organisations operate expensive security tools that either don’t work correctly as they are
misconfigured or are not optimally configured to minimise security risks. Google continually update
the configuration of all their toolsets and any potential for changes may have ben missed.
e2e-assure cyber consultants run workshops to assess general health and troubleshoot configuration
issues. This will continue to assess the inherent security risk of the current configuration and provide
recommended improvements based on this assessment.
There are two primary objectives to this service
3. simple review of best practice recommendations
4. broader threat assessment across M365 additional security configurations that may expose
customer.
Workshop Agenda
•

•
•

•
•

Endpoint Onboarding
o Gaps in onboarding endpoints, mobile devices, servers
o Misconfiguration
o Onboarding Process
Capability and Tool review
Permissions & Roles
o Security Team
o SOC
Response Actions
Licencing

GOOGLE tools in scope for this service may include:
•
•
•
•
•

GCP
GCW
Logging
GCP alerting
SCC

Who Should Attend?
•
•
•
•

Security team
CSIRT
CISO
Operational/Admin IT staff responsible for configuration of all applicable Google
components

What Are The Outcomes
Following the workshop e2e will send a draft set of observations and recommendations that will be
jointly reviewed in a workshop.
A final report will be created with an agreed set of final observations and recommendations
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E2E PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICE LEVELS
The following is a summary of the four service levels available:

SERVICE FEATURE AND SERVICE LEVELS
The Service collects events, logs and other information continuously and generates security
alerts on a 24/7 basis. The Service Hours below refers to responses to service requests and the
invocation of triage and incident response by the e2e SOC. Customers may choose to create
alerts that will notify them via email, SMS or via the portal which can escalate critical or high
priority alerts within 15 minutes of detection. Alerts and Incidents to the customer will be
made via phone or email in accordance with agreed incident response playbooks.

BASELINE LOG MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE SERVICE LEVELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Log Reporting, Log Collection, Logging and Storage
Log collection up to 5,000 eps
Log and Threat Alerting
Email alerts to customer
Monthly summary report and compliance reports
Log retention period of 6 months
Any log source capable of generating standard collectable logs. Includes
Server Agents
Alerts analysed and triaged by e2e vSOC
Customer is responsible for investigating events, threats, or purchasing e2e
incident response days to be used for this purpose

Baseline Log Monitoring and Compliance Service
Target Availability/Month (during service hours)
Service Hours (for Service Requests)
Systems and Service Hours Response Time

8 hours

Emergency/out of hours 24/7 Response Time

8 hours

Security Alerting 24/7 from Playbooks (used to create alerts that
can be sent to notification groups)

15 minutes

Security Alerting during Service Hours after initial analysis and
triage Response Time (High Priority Incidents)

8 hours

Change Windows

Service hours

Backup Archive

30 Days

Equipment/System Patching Routine

Up to twice Monthly
outside Service Hours
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Critical Patches including Security Patches

8 working hours

BASELINE PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICE LEVELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Log Reporting, Log Collection, Logging and Storage
Log collection up to 5,000 eps
Log and Threat Alerting
Email alerts to customer
Monthly summary report and compliance reports
Log retention period of 6 months
Any log source capable of generating standard collectable logs. Includes
Server Agents
Alerts analysed and triaged by e2e SOC
Customer is responsible for investigating events, threats, or purchasing e2e
incident response days to be used for this purpose

Baseline Protective Monitoring Service

Target

Target Availability/Month (during service hours)

99.50%

Service Hours for Service Requests

8am to 6pm Mon-Fri 1
First Response

Resolution2

Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(CRITICAL)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(HIGH)

4 hours

16 hours

8 hours

24 hours

Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(MEDIUM)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(LOW)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)

24 hours

5 days

24 hours

10 days

n/a

n/a

8 hours

16 hours

16 hours

5 days

16 hours

5 days

16 hours

5 days

Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(CRITICAL)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (HIGH)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(MEDIUM)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (LOW)

1

Excludes UK Bank Holidays
NB: timer stops when awaiting customer/3rd party - Measure - elapsed time whilst IN PROGRESS
('resolution within' SLA)
2
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Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)
Security Incident - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

n/a
4 hours

n/a
n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (HIGH)

8 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

24 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (LOW)

24 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

4 hours/15
minutes via
automation

n/a

Security Alert - First Response Target (HIGH)

8 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

24 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (LOW)

24 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)
Security Alert - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

Service Alert - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)

Service hours

Change Windows

30 Days

Backup Archive
Equipment/System Patching Routine

Up to twice Monthly outside Service Hours

Critical Patches including Security Patches

8 working hours

Note: Any alerts or incidents which are subsequently increased in priority are not subject to a
more stringent response time target than initially allocated

ENHANCED PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICE LEVELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alerts analysed and triaged by e2e SOC and escalated to customer when appropriate
with remediation recommendations
Log Reporting, Log Collection, Logging and Storage - retention periods of 6 months
Any log source capable of generating standard collectable logs. Includes Server Agents
Includes Host based IDS agents (if required)
Asset Management and Threat Model. Threat indicator detection (detects typical signs of
threats by their indicators), Customer Business Services Prioritised
Threat Intelligence
Customer responsible for investigating incidents with assistance from e2e. Additional
incident response support services may be required
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•
•

Monthly summary report and monthly review meeting
Portal access for reports and dashboards - monthly event, threat and alerts summary

Enhanced Monitoring Service

Target

Target Availability/Month (during service hours)

99.90%

Service Hours for Service Requests

8am to 6pm Mon-Fri 3
First
Response
2 hours

Resolution4

4 hours
8 hours

16 hours
4 days

16 hours
n/a

7 days
n/a

6 hours

12 hours

12 hours

3 days

12 hours

3 days

12 hours

3 days

Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)
Security Incident - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

n/a
2 hours

n/a
n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (HIGH)

4 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

8 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (LOW)

16 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

2 hours/15
minutes via
automation

n/a

Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(CRITICAL)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (HIGH)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(MEDIUM)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (LOW)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (CRITICAL)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (HIGH)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (MEDIUM)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (LOW)

Security Incident - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)
Security Alert - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

8 hours

3

Excludes UK Bank Holidays
NB: timer stops when awaiting customer/3rd party - Measure - elapsed time whilst IN PROGRESS
('resolution within' SLA)
4
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Security Alert - First Response Target (HIGH)

4 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

8 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (LOW)

16 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)
Manual Security Blocking//Response via pre-agreed change

4 Hours

Average Security Incident Response Time Target (CRITICAL/HIGH)

60 mins

Average Security Incident Response Time Target (MEDIUM and LOW)

90 mins

Change Windows
Backup Archive
Equipment/System Patching Routine
Critical Patches including Security Patches

Service hours
30 Days
Up to twice Monthly outside Service
Hours
8 working hours

Note: Any alerts or incidents which are subsequently increased in priority are not subject to a
more stringent response time target than initially allocated
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PREMIUM PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICE LEVELS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

As per Enhanced Service Level plus;
Full incident response and management that includes analysis and coordination of all
response and remediation actions as required
e2e full incident response engagement (first days) for any incident e2e escalate to
customer as a Priority 1 (High Priority). All other incidents treated as per Enhanced.
Active and Automated Cyber Defence remediation (where agreed)
Forensic investigation and Malware Analysis services providing collection of evidence and
advice and options to mitigate, contain or manage threat.
Log retention period of 12 Months
Remote portal and dashboard providing access to security applications and case
management toolsets to support joint investigations if required
Full event and incident reporting, security processes management including Incident
Response Planning, monthly and quarterly review meeting (on site or as agreed) and
continuous service improvement
Includes external Vulnerability Scanning and Alerting Services at the Baseline Level up to
16 IP addresses or URLs
Includes Office365 Protective Monitoring (if applicable)

Premium Monitoring Service

Target

Target Availability/Month (during service hours)

99.99%

Service Hours for Service Requests

8am to 6pm Mon-Fri

Service Hours (Alerting and Response)

24/7
First Response

Resolution5

Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (CRITICAL)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (HIGH)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (MEDIUM)

1 hour
2 hours
4 hours

4 hours
8 hours
3 days

Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target (LOW)
Service Incident - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)

8 hours
n/a

5 days
n/a

4 hours

8 hours

8 hours

2 days

8 hours

2 days

8 hours

2 days

Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (CRITICAL)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (HIGH)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (MEDIUM)
Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target (LOW)
5

NB: timer stops when awaiting customer/3rd party
Measure - elapsed time whilst IN PROGRESS ('resolution within' SLA)
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Service Request - First Response/Resolution Time Target
(INFORMATIONAL)
Security Incident - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

n/a
1 hour

n/a
n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (HIGH)

2 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

4 hours

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (LOW)

8 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

1 hour/15 minutes
via automation

n/a

Security Alert - First Response Target (HIGH)

2 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (MEDIUM)

4 hours

n/a

Service Alert - First Response Target (LOW)

8 hours

n/a

n/a

n/a

Security Incident - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)
Security Alert - First Response Target (CRITICAL)

Service Alert - First Response Target (INFORMATIONAL)
Manual Security Blocking/Response via pre-agreed change

2 Hours

Average Security Incident Response Time Target (CRITICAL/HIGH)

30 mins

Average Security Incident Response Time Target (MEDIUM and LOW)

60 mins

Change Windows
Backup Archive
Equipment/System Patching Routine
Critical Patches including Security Patches

Service hours
30 Days
Up to twice Monthly outside Service
Hours
8 working hours

Note: Any alerts or incidents which are subsequently increased in priority are not subject to a
more stringent response time target than initially allocated

ADDITIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS AND PROTECTIVE MONITORING
OPTIONAL SERVICES
The standard service types above have been designed to address typical deployments and
requirements for most customer needs. However, some organisations may have more
complex distributed environments and different security requirements and therefore we have
a range of additional options to support this and provide fixed service prices for more complex
service environments. The following table summarises the additional options for the Protective
Monitoring Service

Additional Security Operations and Protective Monitoring Optional Services
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Service Option

Description

Additional Storage/Data
Retention - Logs or flows

Enable additional storage for increased data retention or log storage.
This is priced Per 500GB per month

Additional Storage/Data
Retention - Packet
Capture

Enable additional storage for increased data retention storage.
This is priced Per 500GB per month

Secure VPN Access

Installation of an e2e provided additional fixed VPN service to an
existing Cloud

SIEM Virtual Appliance

Provides a proprietary receiver/collector, Log Management,
SIEM/Correlation up to 5000 eps (Please note, this is not required for
any standard implementations)

Network Discovery
Software Appliance

For additional distributed discovery or locations.

Vulnerability Scanning
Software Appliance

Typically required for each additional 500 IP addresses. For additional
distributed scanning locations.

Cumulo NDR
multifunction Sensor
Bundle Appliance
(1Gbps and 10Gbps
options)

includes Traffic Analysis and Monitoring, Event and Log Management,
Packet Capture, IDS

IDS Sensor Appliance

Provision of an Intrusion Detection sensor

Custom Connector

Professional Services

Customer specific Rules
or Tuning

Professional Services

Customised Monthly
Report

Professional Services

Internal Vulnerability
Management Service

Provides a central manager for vulnerability management and
reporting

Phishing Campaign

Professional Services

Penetration testing

Professional Services

Open Source Intelligence
Report

Provision of an Open Source Intelligence Report

Security Operation
Development and Test
Environment (PaaS)

See separate e2e Managed Development and Test Service

Protective Monitoring
Heightened Cover

Scale up service for a Day, Weekend, or extended periods.
Provides 1 hour alerting and response.

Standalone Security
Incident Case

Per User (minimum 5 users)
Requires a CC Fixed VPN or Mobile VPN
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Management and
Analyst Playbook Service
Abuse and Reputational
Monitoring

IP Address Abuse and Reputation lookup and alerting service
Per 100 IP addresses

Office365 and Cloud SaaS
monitoring

See Description below

Security Investigation
and Analysis Service

See Description below

Additional Incident
Security Services

See Pricing Document

Local Wiki Service

Design, implementation and support of a standard wiki capability

Local Collaborative
Service

Design, implementation and support of a standard Collaborative
capability

Local MiSP Service
(Threat Intelligence
Sharing Platform)

Design, implementation and support of a standard local MISP
capability

M365 Security
Optimisation

De-duplicate security spend, optimise technical set up and reduce
attack surfaces to maximise your M365 licensing.

Google Security
Optimisation

De-duplicate security spend, optimise technical set up and reduce
attack surfaces to maximise your Google licensing.

Honeynet Canary Service

Specialist deception technology mimics an internal network, spotting
attacks before they hit core systems.

Cyber Simulation & SOC
Testing

Tests your processes and technology to ensure your SOC has the right
information to respond effectively. Scope to be agreed based upon
statement of work

Cyber Simulation & SOC
Testing - Package 1

Tests your processes and technology to ensure your SOC has the right
information to respond effectively. Standard package 1 service for one
off testing

Cyber Simulation & SOC
Testing - Package 2

Setup and monthly tests of your processes and technology to ensure
your SOC has the right information to respond effectively
Standard package 2 service for one off testing and monthly runs,
scoped to run baseline Ransomware/Malware, Business Email
Compromise and External System Compromise once per month

Cyber Assessment Bronze

See Cyber Assessment Service

Cyber Assessment - Silver

See Cyber Assessment Service

Cyber Assessment - Gold

See Cyber Assessment Service

Cyber Incident Response
and Planning Service Bronze

See Cyber Incident Response and Planning Service
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Cyber Incident Response
and Planning Service Silver

See Cyber Incident Response and Planning Service

Cyber Incident Response
and Planning Service Gold

See Cyber Incident Response and Planning Service

THE PROTECTIVE MONITORING SERVICES AND GPG13
All our services incorporate relevant GPG13 recommendations at varying levels depending on
the service. e2e separate security from compliance and for cloud-based systems the emphasis
is on security event detection as this delivers the most effective security.
The reason for this is that customers using clouds are doing business on the Internet and are
have end users on the Internet. Prior to cloud adoption the rule was that 90% of the threats
you face were internal. In the cloud 90% of the threats you face are external*.
*see the Verizon 2014 Data Breach Intelligence Report (*DBIR):
http://www.verizonenterprise.com/DBIR/2014/
That’s what we mean by ‘cloud focused’. If you are using cloud services, you need to choose
a protective monitoring service that aligns with the threats you are facing.
It is possible to provide GPG13 alignment with any of the level of e2e protective monitoring
service as GPG13 requires you to take a risk-based approach to monitoring; and that’s exactly
what our service does, and is the reason why three level of service exist – they are aligned to
the outcomes of your risk management process.
Furthermore, GPG13 describes protective monitoring as a set of business processes with
supporting technology. It is not possible for any security managed service to claim to provide
‘GPG13 Compliance’ as GPG13 is a set of guidelines and recommended best practice, not a
standard. It does not mandate any particular technology or control.
e2e’s protective monitoring services were created using GPG13 as a guideline and take on
board many of the recommended best practice processes and technologies and merges them
with the latest industry-based practice, NCSC Cloud Security Principles and wider NCSC and
government best practice and advice.
All our services are designed by a Senior IA Architect and are independently reviewed and
assessed on a continual basis to ensure our service aligns with the latest guidelines and the
latest threats.
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CYBER INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICES
SUMMARY
Provision of Cyber Investigation and Analysis Service for organisations that suspect that they
have been subject to a security incident, cyber-attack or are concerned that they might be
vulnerable to an external or internal attack. Detailed analysis and investigations will be carried
out by SANS GIAC qualified analysts. The service will be carried out at an agreed location for
up to 2 weeks and the completion of a final report detailing conclusions and
recommendations.

DESCRIPTION:
e2e will install a cyber analytics sensor at agreed locations with remote access from our SOC.
We will also perform a thorough scan and assessment of the organisations external internet
presence for vulnerabilities and threats. Forensic investigation and malware analysis provides
collection of evidence and advice and options to mitigate, contain or manage threat.
Detailed analysis and investigations will be carried out by SANS GIAC qualified analysts.
Feedback will be provided on an ongoing basis and preliminary results may be available within
3 days. If agreed, daily and weekly reviews will be scheduled to review progress and activities.
We will recommend any specific remediation actions or activities in consultation with you and
the perceived threats and risks.
We will provide a final report at the end of investigation summarising the investigation activity
performed and any conclusions or recommendations for future activity.
Investigation activity may lead to full security incident response which will remain the
responsibility of the customer and e2e will provide additional support as required.

LOCAL WIKI SERVICE
Design, implementation and support of a standard wiki capability for the storage of
tradecraft and other useful SOC related data. The service is installed within the e2e cloud
service or locally within the on-site MFA along with the Cumulo portal depending upon the
agreed deployment model. The service is linked to via playbooks so works seamlessly with
Cumulo, providing a knowledge repository, offering a place to collect ideas, and any other
information.
The local wiki service is very easy to use and accessed via any modern web browser. The
service can also be used to track SOC team, skills, training and shift rotas, etc. The local
instance will be managed and maintained as part of the service and any customer staff can
have access as required.
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LOCAL COLLABORATIVE SERVICE
Design, implementation and support of a standard capability, based upon either Alfresco or
Confluence. The service will be installed within the on-site MFA or within our cloud service
depending upon the agreed deployment model.
Alfresco – An excellent document management system with extensive role-based controls.
Can be used to store SOC related documentation and support collaborative working,
governance, etc. Can be linked from Cumulo so is easy to integrate. Best used as a storage
area of documents whereas a Wiki is more dynamic and supports more content types.
Confluence – Can replace Alfresco and wiki, and includes collaboration features such as
persistent chat. Excellent at content management of many types of pages and content;
includes comments, versioning, templating, etc and search.
Allows a virtual team to have access to documents, accreditation documentation, policies,
manuals, design and deployment documentation and used as an area to ensure compliance
(provides audit tracking and user acceptance).

LOCAL MISP SERVICE (THREAT INTELLIGENCE SHARING PLATFORM)
Design, implementation and support of a standard local MiSP instance for local threat
sharing and sharing with customer related communities of interest.
Collects and aggregates any custom feeds that a customer may be able to obtain or
purchase and allows any intelligence to integrate seamlessly with our IDS and threat sensors
(Cumulo has a very effective integration with MiSP). The local MiSP instance will be managed
and maintained as part of the service and any customer staff can have authorised access.

OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE REPORT
Open Source Intelligence is a process used to gather publicly available information about a
company/organisation, website, or network. An assessment is completed using available
tools online and via scripts that make use of stored online data or dynamic informationgathering techniques.
The purpose of this activity is to establish the level of external data exposure about a
company, their infrastructure, processes, and other information that could be used against
them by an attacker.
The process is different from a simulated offensive attack (penetration test) in that it
attempts to emulate the subtle information-gathering techniques that attackers may use
prior to attempting to hack a website/network.
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The intelligence in this activity is primarily gathered through methods that give little clue to
the website/network owner that the task is being performed. These methods include those
that are entirely passive (invisible to the site owner), as well as through basic connections to
allowed networks or webpages (which should appear as normal traffic).
The types of intelligence gathered may include:
•

Server hardware and software versions, plugins, themes, patch level

•

Employee computer hardware and software versions, patch level

•

Company employees/users (names, contact details, login ids, roles, jobs)

•

Security (credential types, connection methods, password policies, account
requirements, use of multiple authentication factors)

•

Company policies/processes (particularly HR, ICT or Security)

•
•
•

Network details (IP addresses, network topology, backup patterns)
User Data (professional and personal internet data e.g. LinkedIn)
Any other information that seems useful to attackers

Reporting: Once the intelligence gathering is completed a report will be written to detail
the information available to attackers, and what benefit this may provide them if they were
attempting to find ways to compromise the website/network. The report will also include
recommendations regarding how to minimise data exposure, remediate any exposed
security issues, and ways to help prevent user data exposure.

MORE INFORMATION AND CONTACT DETAILS
Enquiries, and more information is available on request, email info@e2e-assure.com with any
queries.

WHO ARE E2E
OUR ORIGINS
Formed in 2013, e2e-assure are a diverse group of 85 people based in the UK and Australia,
focused on providing our Security Operations Centre (SOC)-as-a-Service and Managed
Detection and Response (MDR) to organisations of all sizes, with the goal of improving their
cyber security and making more of their previous investments in technology.
e2e-assure was founded by industry experts with many years’ experience in designing and
delivering secure, end-to-end security operations for online payment systems; designing,
developing and delivering cyber defence solutions and developing and starting up complete
Managed Service solutions.
e2e-assure is a Microsoft Gold Partner and have over 70 qualifications across Microsoft
technologies, as well as over 70 SANS certifications for broader security expertise.
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We believe that diverse people with passion, supported by the right processes, culture and
technology, are required to address the cyber security challenge, reduce cyber risk and
deliver the best service to our customers. We deliver this through our SOC-as-a-Service XDR
and MDR propositions.
e2e-assure actively recruit, train, support, and retain people with different thinking patterns.
We believe that properly supporting neurodiverse people brings with it many benefits and
competitive advantages - be it different skills, mindsets, or ways of working. In 2019 we
invested in a programme to employ people who are neurodivergent. This programme has
been a genuine success story and is an example of why e2e is so successful; we know how to
find and train the best talent to the benefit our customers.
You can find our more here:
https://www.e2e-assure.com/e2e-engage
Our customers cover a range of services, sizes and sectors including education, travel, banking,
aerospace, government and defence. Our smallest customers have a handful of employees
and our largest, thousandse2e is a cloud security company with 20 years’ experience of
providing military grade cyber security. We provide repeatable cloud-based services to the
public sector. Security depth, quality and service excellence set us apart from our competition.

OUR WORK IN GOVERNMENT
We have earned an excellent reputation over the last eight years as a trusted service provider
to government and our cloud services are helping deliver key UK wide services. All our services
are ISO27001:2013 accredited, CES and CES+, IASME certified, and we are the go-to
organisation when a need for cost effective, cloud-based services are required that must be
secure to protect UK sovereign reputation. Our services to government cover central
government and local government, as well as other public sector organisations.

OUR AMBITIONS
e2e is a service company. We have a well-developed range of cloud-based services, all of
which are designed to be repeatable, scalable, flexible and on-demand.
- We aim to be the best supplier: the easiest to deal with, the most reliable, and the best at
delivering cloud service support and managed services. So far, we have made a huge
impression with our existing customers – e2e just does it better than the competition.
- We aim to be the most secure supplier, to deliver and maintain the most secure services.
There is simply no other supplier on the market with our security credentials and no other
supplier with the technology and team to deliver security-as-a-service at our level. We are
miles ahead in this area and this is where we want to stay.
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OUR METHODOLOGY
We focus on applying well established skillsets and a wealth of experience to ensure highly
responsive delivery without sacrificing quality. We invest in our technology and our people so
that our customers can benefit from our thirst for excellence. We understand how to integrate
security seamlessly into our services, giving you secure cloud=based services that ‘just work’.
We have fully embraced the ‘As a service’ model: e2e is a cloud-based business, with a cloud
business model, operating model, service delivery model and we deliver all our services from
our cloud-based operations centre.

OUR QUALIFICATIONS
e2e is a UK based SME Company operating exclusively from within the UK using SC cleared
staff. We operate out of two UK datacentres (Tier3 and Tier4). We are ISO27001:2013
accredited, CES and CES+, IASME certified, CESG CCP Senior level, UKCEB members, TechUK
members, BCS and IoD members, Crown Commercial Suppliers, UK Cyber Security Forum
members. We sponsor and recruit from the Cyber Security Challenge UK as well as the SANS
Cyber Academy. We understand how to work with partners and ensure we are honest and
straightforward to deal with. We embrace the cloud first approach and are heavily involved in
UK Cyber in general; we want to help spread the UK cyber messages (NCSC Cloud Security
Principles, 10 Steps, Get safe on line, etc.) and are active CiSP members with strong links within
UK Cyber.
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OUR RANGE OF SERVICES
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